
Today, February 25, 2021, the February strike (in Dutch:
Februaristaking) of 1941 is commemorated. A strike that
took place - 80 years ago this year - during World War II
as a protest against the increasing anti-Jewish measures
and the persecution of the Jews. Tens of thousands of
people in Amsterdam took part in this strike that day. It
was the first large-scale resistance action against the
German occupier in Europe.



There had been plans to organize a strike for some time,
but the immediate reason for the February strike was
that on February 22 and 23, 1941, 389 Jewish men were
arrested with brute force during raids on Waterlooplein.
The call, - “Cease !!! Cease !!! Cease !!!” (in Dutch:
“Staakt!!! Staakt!!! Staakt!!!”) - which emanated from
members of the illegally operating Communist Party of
the Netherlands (CPN), received a massive audience on
February 25.



A group of people from
Amsterdam who played an
important role in the strike were
the tram drivers. The fact that the
trams did not leave the depot in
the morning was the sign for the
Amsterdam population that the
strike was on that day.



The strike spread a day later
to the Zaanstreek, Haarlem,
Velsen, Hilversum, and the city
of Utrecht and its immediate
surroundings.



The February strike was a brave protest that was not
without consequences. The German occupier crushed the
strike. The strikers who took part were cut in their wages
and many who had called to strike were fired. Hundreds
of communists involved in the organization of the strike
were arrested by the Nazis.



In 1946, the first com-
memoration of the February
strike was held at
Waterlooplein. From 1952,
the commemoration took
place at the statue "The Dock
Worker" by sculptor Mari
Andriessen. This year is the
first time that, due to the
corona epidemic, no large-
scale memorial meeting will
take place in the city.



The collection of the IISH contains a lot of archive
material relating to the February strike, such as the
archive of the Committee Commemoration of the
February Strike 1941 and special eyewitness reports in
the form of interviews with February strikers. A total of
99 - now digitized - audio tapes with spoken material.



The IISH also manages the Archives of Communist
Resistance in the Second World War. This has now been
fully digitized as well.



Want to know more?

Search for "February Strike"
at https://iisg.amsterdam/nl

All the visual material from
this presentation comes from
the collections of the IISH.

Please find the references to
the sources of the collection
items on the next slide.

https://iisg.amsterdam/nl
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